
11/28/87 Dear Jim, 

Last night I began to read the Carle affidavit. I got as far as the documents 
descriptions and wondered how much of this was in any sense necessary, how much 
hassle and how much ignorance. It is the usual boilerplate and I'd be surprised if 
most of what is withheld were not already disclosed. 

Id this case before Flannery? I thought '.'une Crean. 

With regard to the two pagee of Item 71 ilit not apparent worthy of comment that 
what was originally withheld was before then, long before then, very extensively in 
the public douain? Doesn't this indicate the nature of thuir claims to exception? 
None of it is even identifiable as CIA information thet the FIE used. I doubt that 
tae withheld ieforuation in 95n is of any eienifin nee or worth any real effort to get. 
(,Haven'I I seen this thin; the CIA calls an Fel brief?) 

With Item 73 as with all this stuff I'd demand a competent attestation that 
the withheld name as not been disclosed officially. In this inetance I'm certain, from 
context, that it was. 

Item 10u. It is likely that what is withheld has been disclosed officially. 
On page 2 it seems that some of what was withheld was the Y3I's spying the exact 
description of which has been gsclosed officially. Here it is The Worker. this is 
also true of YPCC. I'm not now auribut I think the janitor got stuff for them and/or 
an inside source. He says he addresses inforeation withheld by CIA. Liome of thilkwas 
eithhold by Feii and he makes no dintinctlion. Howevee, there is no meson to bel)ieve 
that any method used to get information about Oswald in Mexico hats not been dis-
closed officially. With regard go the CIA, thin includes electronic surveillance, 
taking  pictures and a eoufce Inside the Cuban embassy. "eraember the Phillips' 
deposition with the CIA present and agreeing to what he stated. 

all of the ieformation in the two eagee of notes was disclosed before it was 
marked for withholding. 

item 101. Wonder if the withheld namee coal: be engleten and Nosonko? Other 
"intelligence sources" who could have been queStioned about Oswald'e activities JO the 
USSR are disclosed, the several defectors and those who took photOp and gave them to 
the CIA. No secrecy, no confidentiality, no six: it method, etc. 

146. I'd be surprised if the withheld info wan not, for the most part, public, 
including before MCA. The Cubans all ran off at the mouth about such capers. I can't 
make what 'hover noted out. 

238. This page is not identical with th- copy I made when first ruleaeed to 
nark. I'd apereciate a complete copy of thin as reprocessedA In contect I suspect 
that the withheld information relates to the well and officially disclosed photo-
taking. I'd also be surprised if the eIe's r•.lationship with the obligerated group also 
had not been disclosed earlier and officially. 

Please, do, send ea a complete copy of this tickler. 

Nowehere does Carle state that he made any effort to determine whether what he is 
withholding has not been disclosed. Even Dube used to say that he checked the copies 
of what had been disclosed. I do not believe there can be any proper CIA/Mexico 
withholding, based on what has been disclosed. I can t see how the CIA can assert a claim 
for the FBI's use of FBI material, which seems to be- but may not be the case in 
the typed memo. 

With regard to his declaration, on page 6, graf 8, line 8, he actually says 
that what he is withholding is "classifiable," not that he attests it is properly 
classified. The phone book and newspapers are "classifiable." 

In general, you si:auld undertake to make hie attest of personal knowledge that 
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his catalogue of conjectured horrors is apdlict‘ble to the information he withholds, 
not just that he is givins; a generalized boilerplating of the general basis for 
cl“im to exemption. 

With regard to his generalizations about protecting sources and methods, there 
are basic activities of all spookeries that can't be protected, they are that dui-
sorsal, so there should be a specific reason for withholding with regard to this 
information. Examples, the disclosed electronic and .,)hotogrohiteurveillances and 
having a live source inside the embassy. ads in nespaper clas.iified ad sections, 
etc. Not needing any potection. Is he cliviniw that these are things not already 
disclosed by the CIA, exiles above? Can he, after disclosure? 

He withholgb e4a names for all the world as though there has not been official 
disclosure of those involved in the WC connection, like “nglefbon, garamessine:1, Aocca, 
Dolan and others. He talks about "revelation." Now can there now be a "revelation" 
of what had lone been disclosed? 

I don't know if this is what you had in mind but if yo 4ant to dinenTa any of 
this further  with as I'm filing it, and please rewind me, in t the office CIA file. 


